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**Human Rights in Child Protection 2005-01-01**

this open access book critically explores what child protection policy and professional practice would mean if practice was grounded in human rights standards this book inspires a new direction in child protection research one that critically assesses child protection policy and professional practice with regard to human rights in general and the rights of the child in particular each chapter author seeks to approach the rights of the child from their own academic field of interest and through a comparative lens making the research relevant across nation state practices the book is split into five parts to focus on the most important aspects of child protection the first part explains the origins aim and scope of the book the second part explores aspects of professionalism and organization through law and policy and the third part discusses several key issues in child protection and professional practice in depth the fourth part discusses selected areas of importance to child protection practices low impact in house measures public care in residential care and foster care respectively and the fifth part provides an analytical summary of the book overall it contributes to the present need for a more comprehensive academic debate regarding the rights of the child and the supranational perspective this brings to child protection policy and practice across and within nation states

**Rights, Property Rights and Their Protection 1995**
on the protection of rights

**Data Protection Implications for Systems Design 1989-01**

This volume describes the eight data protection principles and the registrar's interpretation of them and looks at the data subject's right under the act. It relates the provisions of the act to points which should be considered in the design and maintenance of computer systems to ensure compliance with the law. The secure movement of data, the physical security of computer hardware, software, and data, the importance of the people involved in running the system, and the principles of audit and control are all discussed in relation to the data protection act.

**The EU Data Protection Directive 2001**

Offering a broad overview of what is being done in conflict-affected countries to advance women's participation in peace processes, peace building, and decision-making, this record examines the implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on women peace and security and presents evidence-based case studies from East Timor, Fiji, and Sri Lanka as it explores ways to protect women.
and girls from violence it suggests key actions that should be taken by development agencies women s nongovernmental organizations and policymakers the book focuses on the following fundamental aspects a specifically feminist methodology a priority on gender equality and women s empowerment and the broad notions of human security and peace building

**Peace and Security 2012**

developing common or complementary approaches to what europeans call societal security and what americans call homeland security is a major priority for the transatlantic community in 21st century threats such as terrorism proliferation of weapons of mass destruction regional conflict state failure and organized crime require a committed transatlantic partnership in order to be successful five european country case studies are offered here along with implications for the united states this book is the result of a collaborative effort between the center for transatlantic relations and johns hopkins university sais in washington d c the swiss center for security studies at eth zurich and crismart at the swedish national defence college contributors include axel hagelstam national emergency supply agency finland stein hendriksen norwegian directorate of civil protection and emergency planning jan philipp kessler swiss federal institute of technology jan metzger zurich state department of economy thomas pankratz austrian ministry of defense and anu sallinen finnish defense staff
professionals working in child welfare and child protection are making decisions with crucial implications for children and families on a daily basis. The types of judgements and decisions they make vary and include decisions such as whether to substantiate a child abuse allegation, whether a child is at risk of significant harm by parents, and whether to remove a child from home or to reunify a child with parents after some time in care. These decisions are intended to help achieve the best interests of the child. Unfortunately, they can sometimes also doom children and families unnecessarily to many years of pain and suffering. Judgments and decisions in child welfare and protection are based to a large extent on the formidable knowledge base on child abuse and neglect created over the years to support this professional task. Nevertheless, making decisions in complex and uncertain environments is fraught with many difficulties and shortcomings. There are in fact many indications that decisions in this area are not reliable and there are many errors in
judgment that could be avoided had the decision makers relied on existing knowledge on decision making under uncertainty and followed appropriate procedures much needs to be improved on how these decisions are made by individual professionals and child welfare agencies

**Decision-Making and Judgment in Child Welfare and Protection 2020**

The rise of China is changing the strategic landscape globally and regionally. How states respond to potential threats posed by this new power arrangement will be crucial to international relations for the coming decades. This book builds on existing realist and rationalist concepts of balancing bandwagoning commitment problems and asymmetric information to craft explanations about how states respond when faced with potential threats. Specifically, the book explores the role different types of uncertainty play in potential balancing situations. Particular focus is given to the nature of the rising state’s actions, the balance of forces, and the value of delay. These concepts are analyzed and illustrated through a series of case studies on Europe in the 1930s as well as the present day Southeast Asia, looking at great powers such as Britain and France but also a wide range of smaller powers including Poland, Yugoslavia, Vietnam, and the Philippines.

**Limited Knowledge and Insurance Protection 1977**
this reprint titled sustainable crop plants protection implications for pest and disease control has become of scientific interest again for a reason to continue its mission of advancing the science and practice of sustainable agriculture this special issue delves into the multifaceted world of crop protection exploring innovative approaches technologies and solutions that are pivotal for the future of agriculture our objectives remain as relevant today as they were when the first call went out for the special issue of sustainability to shed light on sustainable pest and disease control strategies foster scientific collaboration and provide a platform for sharing knowledge that can transform agriculture for the better

Uncertainty, Threat, and International Security 2017-04-21

cconcern is often expressed that our environment may include an increasingly large variety of mutagens but the extent of the potential hazard they pose has yet to be fully evaluated a variety of empirical procedures has been devised with which to estimate the mutagenic potency of suspect agents and the relative merits of different tests are currently under debate although such tests are of great value and are indeed indispensable they are not nevertheless sufficient in the long term accurate estimation of hazard will also require a better understanding of the various mechanisms of mutagenesis and in many instances these remain remarkably elusive our knowledge and appreciation of the problem has increased substantially over the last few years but the precise way
in which many mutagens cause mutations is not yet known the aims of this conference were therefore two fold the first was to survey present information about mutagenic mechanisms drawing together data from work with various experimental approaches and organisms in order to discern the principles governing the action of different mutagens the second was to examine the implications of such principles for the execution and evaluation of test procedures and critically assess the research areas that need further attention in order to improve the interpretation of test results chris lawrence v acknowledgement we gratefully acknowledge the support provided for this conference by the u s department of energy the foundation for microbiology exxon corporation and the university of rochester

The Data Protection Act and Museums 1985

the proposed consumer financial protection agency implications for consumers and the ftc hearing before the subcommittee on commerce trade and consumer protection of the committee on energy and commerce house of representatives one hundred eleventh congress first session july 8 2009

Sustainable Crop Plants Protection 2023-11-03
Trade, Technology and Security 1987

proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop Budapest Hungary from 21 to 23 January 1999

The Protection of Foreign Investment and Its Implications for the Regulation of Water Resources 2014

in response to the chief of naval operations CNO the National Research Council appointed a committee operating under the auspices of the Naval Studies Board to study the national security implications of climate change for U.S. naval forces in conducting this study the committee found that even the most moderate current trends in climate if continued will present new national security challenges for the U.S. Navy Marine Corps and Coast Guard while the timing degree and consequences of future climate change impacts remain uncertain many changes are already underway in regions around the world such as in the Arctic and call for action by U.S. naval leadership in response the terms of reference directed that the study be based on Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change IPCC scenarios
and other peer reviewed assessment therefore the committee did not address the science of climate change or challenge the scenarios on which the committee's findings and recommendations are based. National security implications of climate change for U.S. naval forces addresses both the near and long-term implications for U.S. naval forces in each of the four areas of the TOR and provides corresponding findings and recommendations. This report and its conclusions are organized around six discussion areas all presented within the context of a changing climate.

**Protection and Promotion of Traditional Medicine 2002**

published on behalf of the Watt Committee on Energy

**Consumer Protection--implications for International Trade 1980**

The basic problem is the identification and assessment of factors pertinent to the multinational corporation MNC which may influence the national security of the US over the next few years. Literature search constitutes the principal technique for data and information collection. Major factors and trends that identify the explosive growth of the multinational have been examined. Modified author abstract
Multinational Enterprises and Environmental Protection 1999

*Induced Mutagenesis* 2012-04-26

Environmental Protection 1993

The Proposed Consumer Financial Protection Agency 2017-12-09
Social Protection Policy and Practice in Bolivia 2001

Experiences from the Front-line 2008

Intellectual Property Protection in India and Implications for Health Innovation 2015

Multinational Enterprises and Environmental Protection 1999
Implications of Business Combinations for Environmental Protection: Report 1990


Predictors of Mercury Contamination in Colorado Reservoirs 2010
Protection for Consumer Electronics in North America and Implications for Southeast and East Asia 1989


Strengthening Intellectual Property Rights in Asia 1997

National Security Implications of Centralized Energy Sources 1981
Responding to Environmental Conflicts: Implications for Theory and Practice 2001-12-31

National Security Implications of Climate Change for U.S. Naval Forces 2011-05-26

Reform of International Coal Protection 1990
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